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Abstract 
 
Subtitles are a part of most video games these days, and are an important accessibility option 
for many players, particularly those who are deaf or hard-of-hearing. While discussion 
surrounding game accessibility has increased in recent years, and studios have begun 
implementing design philosophies that support accessibility, there is still work to be done. 
Discussed in this article are different approaches developers can take to ensure that their 
subtitles are functional and legible, and analyses how several games have handled the design 
of their subtitles.  

 
 
 
Section I. Introduction 
 
Subtitles are an option included in many games these days. They’re one of many forms of accessibility 
that let players, particularly those who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, to enjoy games its fullest (Stienstra). 
When they are excluded, or designed poorly, the ones who lose are the disabled players who want to be 
able to enjoy the games like everyone else. In this day and age, it is unacceptable for a game to be 
released with poor subtitles or worse, none at all.  
 
Why should we care about subtitles? According to the World Health Organization deaf people make up 
around 5% of the global population, or over 466 million people (WHO). With more and more people 
picking up video games every day, we have to consider the fact that means more players will have some 
form of disability, and that includes deafness/being hard-of-hearing (HOH). 
 
They've become a regular staple in games. Most released games nowadays feature an option to turn 
on/off subtitles, and they are used by many players. For example, Ubisoft reported that on Assassin's 
Creed Origins, 70% of their users on PC used subtitles (Varanini). Across all platforms it was 60% 
(Varanini). Indeed, many people use subtitles in games even if they aren't deaf/HOH because it can aid 
with comprehension.  
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Figure 1 Assassin's Creed Rogue's subtitles don't contrast against bright backgrounds and that can make some 
words harder to read. 

 
However, subtitles are only actually function if users can read them. Sometimes, subtitles will appear to 
be way too small or they blend into the background of the scene. Sometimes too much text is on the 
screen at one time and can’t be processed quickly enough.  Regardless of the problem, players might 
miss out on crucial context as a result of these bad subtitles. Missing out on important information can 
have a negative impact on the game experience, especially for users who rely on them. When subtitles in 
games fail to make the game more accessible, it means the developers have let some of their community 
down (Stienstra).  
 
Section II. Good Practices 
 
There are ways to improve subtitles and make sure that they are legible and functional for users. The 
following are things that designers and developers can do to ensure that their subtitles are fully 
accessible : 

 
Having large text in a legible font is the most essential thing (Ian Hamilton). Small text is 

challenging to read. Subtitles need to be readable on any size screen, big or small. Using a legible font is 
also important. Even if the font doesn't match the aesthetic of the game, that's not what subtitles are for. 
They are there first and foremost as an accessibility option to help players, not frustrate them when they 
can't read a complex font that matches the supposed aesthetic of the game (Brown).  

 
Having contrasting implemented in the subtitles, be it a small border around the letters 

themselves that’s a different colour than the text, or just having a background box separating the text from 
the scene improves the legibility of subtitles (Hamilton). Decreasing the chances of the text blending in 
with the background can go a long way for subtitles.  
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Customization options for subtitles is another suggestion designers should take to heart 
(Stienstra). Being able to customize subtitles to a player’s liking empowers them to decide what works for 
them. Options might include text size, speaker name, and text backgrounds (Stienstra). 

 
Not having too much text appear at once is another good suggestion (Hamilton). A block of text 

can be overwhelming (Stienstra). People also speak faster than they read, so there's the possibility that 
the player won't be able to read all of the subtitles, and may potentially miss out on critical narrative 
information. Having too much text can also spoil critical plot points by revealing them too early, which can 
mess up the flow of the story. Just by reducing the amount of text that appears on screen at any time can 
go a long way to improve a game’s subtitles. 
 
With discussion surrounding subtitles and accessibility in games becoming more and more frequent 
recently, and with more access to resources to help make games accessible, the expectation would be 
that game studios would be able to, and strive to, create more inclusive games. However, even more 
recent games struggle to accommodate disabled players. 
 
Section III. The Spyro Controversy 
 
The most recent example of this is Spyro Reignited Trilogy. There was a lot of hype surrounding the 
game, as it was a full remaster of classic games that many people had played as a child. However after 
its release, people discovered that the game didn't have any subtitles options. It is a game that has 
dialogue and features cutscenes, but nowhere in the game does it allow the player to have the option of 
turning subtitles on.  
 

 
Figure 2 Many players looked forward to replay the remastered Spyro games, but some were disappointed when it 
didn't come with any subtitles. 
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This consequently resulted in an outcry, for many players who had been looking forward to the game 
couldn't enjoy it because they were missing that feature (BBC). The one accessibility feature that has 
become so commonplace in our industry that its exclusion is surprising. There was plenty of justified 
criticism about the decision to simply not have any subtitles.  
 
Subtitles are anything but trivial. They are a vital feature, an important aspect of accessibility. Without 
them, players who are deaf/HOH miss out on context, story, character development, and much more. 
Accessibility features are meant to insure that everyone is able to get the best possible experience out of 
a game. Without them, the experience of the game to disabled players will be annoying at best and 
downright frustrating at worst.  
 

 
Figure 3 Susan is a deaf game reviewer who specializes in reviewing the accessibility of games. She was one of 
many who vocalized disappointment with Spyro. 

 
With all of the criticism, Activision did issue a response that did little but provide a poor excuse to the 
controversy (Pitt). Their reasoning behind the decision to exclude subtitles was so that they could 
maintain the "integrity and legacy of Spyro". Subtitles, or the lack thereof, are not for nostalgia purposes, 
or aesthetic decisions. Their primary function is to be feature that makes the game more accessible to 
disabled to players. By failing to acknowledge this, Activision let down fans who need subtitles the most.   
 
Section IV. Case Study: Shadow of the Tomb Raider & Assassin’s Creed Origins 
 
But this doesn't mean that progress hasn't been made in our industry. Games such as Shadow of the 
Tomb Raider and Assassin’s Creed Origins are great examples of how developers took the time to create 
great subtitles.  

 
Shadow of the Tomb Raider, for starters, has large text in a readable font, and it also uses a translucent 
black box around the text in order to prevent the text from blending in the background. The way the 
subtitles are designed not only great and readable during cutscenes, but is also particularly useful 
because the player can still easily read the subtitles during action sequences, of which there are many in 
the game.  
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Figure 4 Shadow of the Tomb Raider has a good font, text size, and a black box around the text to improve legibility. 

 
Shadow of the Tomb Raider also gave players the option to differentiate between speakers in the 
subtitles by having the colour of the subtitles differentiate the speakers. For example, when Lara speaks, 
the text is white, while the person she is speaking to has yellow subtitles. This is especially helpful if the 
character has their back turned away from the camera or is off camera during a cutscene. This really 
helps with comprehension of the narrative of the game, especially for players who can't hear the different 
voices. 
 
Lastly, the newest Tomb Raider also includes the option to have closed captioning, which is an option you 
don't often see in games, but is an important accessibility option too. Closed captioning add more context 
in the gameplay by letting the player know of any ambient sounds playing around them, if a noise has 
significance in helping to solve a puzzle, or if the music is intensifying or slowing down. This can help 
players who are deaf/HOH with the gameplay experience, such as knowing that they are safe from 
enemies when the closed caption appears saying that the music is slowing down, or that they are unsafe 
when the music speeds back up. Audio and sounds help enrich the experience of players, and having 
closed captions allows disabled players to have that same experience. 
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Figure 5 Shadow of the Tomb Raider comes with many customization options, including an option to turn on closed 
captions.  

 
Assassin’s Creed Origins was another game that did an excellent job with subtitles. It had large readable 
text, it contrasted from the background, and it featured several customization options that allowed players 
to tailor the subtitles to their preference (Stienstra). 
 
When it comes to differentiating between speakers, Assassin's Creed Origins does things differently. 
Their subtitles include the names of whoever is speaking so that the player doesn't get confused as to 
who is speaking, and fully comprehends what's going on, whether the dialogue occurs in-game or in a 
cutscene.  
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Figure 6 Assassin's Creed Origins also came with several customization options, including one to include the speaker 
name so that players would know who was saying what.  

 
Despite the fact sometimes games are being released with poorly designed or no subtitles at all, this 
industry has come a long way in making their games more accessible. However, that doesn’t mean 
developers can’t continue to do better (Stienstra). 
 
Section V. Moving Forward 
 
We’ve seen a few games that have featured customization options, but they’re still not a normal thing to 
see in games. Customization is a great way to improve subtitling by letting players pick and choose how 
they want their subtitles to be (Stienstra). Being able to preview how the changes affect the appearance 
of subtitles would also be a great addition and improve user experience.  
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Figure 7 Subtitle customization options from Assassin's Creed Origins.  

 
Another thing that can and should be done is making closed captions the norm in games (Stienstra). They 
help to add context in a gameplay sense for players who can’t hear audio cues or enemies around them 
(Stienstra). For example, if the player has entered a dangerous area and the music reflects that, a 
deaf/HOH player may not know until they’re being attacked. Having closed captioning that indicates the 
music intensifying in a dangerous zone can remove that barrier and enhance the gameplay experience. 
 
Having the subtitles on by default, or allowing players to turn them on before reaching the main menu of a 
game would help to increase accessibility (Stienstra). Sometimes games open with cutscenes, and it isn’t 
fair for deaf/HOH players who need subtitles to miss out on a potentially important moment (Stienstra).  
 
Developers can also begin looking at what film and television do for their subtitles (Brown). Of course the 
process of subtitling and closed captioning is much more different, since games are a dynamic 
experience and movies and films are linear, but that doesn't mean we can't see how they approach a 
problem and try to apply it to our games. BBC, for example, have very detailed guidelines on how to do 
subtitles, down to how long they appear on the screen, and how much text appears at any one time. We 
can look at how they do this, and try to apply them to games in order to improve them.  
 
Lastly, we can consider creating some sort of industry standard for subtitles that should be followed. In 
Activision's response to the lack of subtitles, they noted that there was no industry standard for including 
subtitles, and I think we do need one. Despite the fact subtitles are extremely common in games and 
have become a staple in options, they weren't wrong when they said there is no standard. Creating an 
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industry wide standard for designing guidelines, or having publishers make it a mandatory feature in their 
games are steps that could be taken to accomplish this. 
 
Section VI. Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, we as game developers have a responsibility to make sure all players can play their 
games, be mindful of any barriers someone may have, and design the game in a way that takes down 
that barrier through accessibility. Games are for everyone, and we have to strive to design our games so 
that they can be played by everyone.  
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